SENATE ACTION (QUORUM)

Nominations Notice of Intention Received 6/13/2016:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
James P. McClain, of Mays Landing.
William Todd Miller, of Linwood.
Mary C. Siracusa, of Ventnor City.

Nominations Notice of Intention:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Scott T. Rumana, of Wayne.

Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Harold W. Fullilove, Jr., of Orange.

TO BE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL:
Christopher Porrino, of Summit, to replace the Honorable Jeffrey S. Chiesa, resigned.

Bills Introduced:

S2359  Lesniak,R  Aviation fuel-remove burn out limitation  REF SBA
S2360  Allen,D  Food Bank Good Samaritan Act-extends  REF SEG
S2361  Weinberg,L/Sarlo,P  Co. hosp. auth.-estab.  REF SHH
S2362  Diegnan,P,J.  Unemp. comp.-estab. disqual. standards  REF SLA
S2363  Oroho,S  Contractors, cert-verify emp. work auth.  REF SLA
S2364  Oroho,S  Commercial driv. lic. testing-concerns  REF STR
S2365  Oroho,S  Farming operations-concerns loans  REF SEG
S2366  Oroho,S  Farm to Sch. Coordinating Council-estab.  REF SED
S2367  Thompson,S  Farm to Public Institution-estab prog.  REF SEG
S2368  Whelan,J  Lieutenant Gov.-estab. salary and budget  REF SSG
S2369  Whelan,J  Dredging activity-shellfish habitat rule  REF SEN
S2370  Whelan,J  Lottery courier svcs.-auth. operation  REF SSG
S2371  Allen,D  Prisoners during childbirth-no restraint  REF SHH
S2372  Sweeney,S/Ruiz,M  St. Sch. Aid Fd. Fairness Comm.-estab.  REF SED
S2373  Ruiz,M  NJ Land Bank Law  REF SCU
S2374  Weinberg,L/Pou,N  Rosa-Bonilla Family Act-carbon monoxide  REF STR
S2375  Sarlo,P/Kyrillos,J  Foundation for NJ Hall of Fame-concerns  REF SSG
SCR110  Kean,T  Redist standard Apportionment Comm-estab  REF SSG

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A15 Acs (ACS)  Prieto,V/Wisniewski,J+6   Minimum wage-raise to $10.10  REP
A1130 Sca (1R)  Sumter,S/Wimberly,B+5   Temp. resid. assist.-DHS adopt reg.  REP/SCA
A1794 Aca (1R)  Burzichelli,J/Singleton,T  Life insur. policies-concerns premiums  REP
A1877  Wimberly,B/Sumter,S+13  Healthy Small Food Retailer Act  REP
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

A1933 Coughlin,C/Vainieri Huttle,V+2 Disab. persons-accessing prov. REP
A2566 Sca (1R) Diegnan,P./Jasey,M+1 Response to Intervention framework REP/SCA
A3466 Aca (1R) Coughlin,C/Downey,J+3 Prop. tax reimb. prog.-revise deadline REP
A3616 Aca (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Holley,J+3 Medicaid trans. svc.-concerns REP
S 15 Sweeney,S/Vitale,J Min. wage-raises rate to $10.10 REP
S 123 Sca (1R) Perriello,J/Rice,R+1 Small Bus. Bonding Readiness Asst. Prog REP
S 496 Sca (1R) Van Derven,Turner,S-3 Response to Intervention framework REP/SCA
S 513 Ruiz,M/Stack,B Holiday pay, co.-St. reimbursement REP
S 532 Beck,J+2 Superstorm Sandy Homeowners Protect. Act REP
S 728 Sca (1R) Cruz-Perez,N/Beach,J Prevaling wage laws-concerns amounts REP/SCA
S 770 Sarlo,P Prop. recprds cards-electronic format REP
S 806 Weinberg,L/Gordon,R+1 Haz materials trans by rail-cleanup plan REP
S 904 Connor,C/Ruiz,M Mun. ordinance viol.-convert to tax lien REP
S 1129 Sca (1R) Rice,R/Ruiz,M+3 Healthy Small Food Retailer Act REP/SCA
S 1261 Vitale,J Disab. persons-accessing prov. REP
S 1278 Vitale,J Homestead prop tax reimb-revise deadline REP
S 1359 Bucco,A.R./Stack,B+2 Svc dog, ret-access to housing for disab REP
S 1570 Sca (1R) Smith,B/Bateman,C Storm shelter constr.-auth. mun. finance REP/SCA
S 1593 Sca (1R) Rice,R/Stack,B Resid borrower-forclosure forbearance REP/SCA
S 1634 Turner,S Housing auth.-concerns housing assist. REP
S 1657 Sca (1R) Van Derven,J UEZ prog.-mun. submit econ. growth plans REP/SCA
S 1826 Sca (1R) Oroho,S Life insur. policies-concerns premiums REP/SCA
S 1832 Sca (1R) Rice,R/Stack,B Resid. vacant prop.-concerns foreclosure REP/SCA
S 1837 Smith,B/Greenstein,L Svc. contract - automatic renewal REP
S 1881 Sca (1R) Codey,R/Vitale,J+1 Ambulatory care fac.-concerns REP/SCA
S 1902 Sca (1R) Scutari,N Alarm sys-regulates installation REP/SCA
S 1913 Sca (1R) Addiego,D+1 Personal Info. and Privacy Prot. Act REP/SCA
S 1915 Sca (1R) Beach,J/Allen,D+1 Armed Forces reserve-prov. tuition benf. REP/SCA
S 1996 Cruz-Perez,N/Cunningham,S Milkweed for Monarchs prog.-estab. REP
S 1991 Sweeney,S/Stack,B Prop. tax exempt.-concerns long term REP
S 2033 Weinberg,L/Oroho,S Claim pymts. thru electronic fds.-auth. REP
S 2049 Sca (1R) Singer,R Sch. pupil trans. pilot prog.-estab. REP/SCA
S 2061 Sca (1R) Sweeney,S/Allen,D SPRS-concerns accidental death benf. REP
S 2080 Sca (1R) Scutari,N+1 Animal fac.-concerns outdoor enclosures REP/SCA
S 2102 Sca (1R) Turner,S Temp. resid. assist.-DHS adopt reg. REP/SCA
S 2187 Sca (1R) Gill,N Prescrb. medications-concerns abandoned REP/SCA
S 2262 Diegnan,P.J. Parking auth-authorize as redevel entity REP
S 2278 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Rice,R Home elevation expenses-tax deduction REP/SCA
S 2317 Vitale,J/Cruz-Perez,N Medicaid trans. svc.-concerns REP
S 2361 Weinberg,L/Sarlo,P Co. hosp. auth.-estab. REP/SCA
S 2426 Lesniak,R/Smith,B DEP's proposed rules, regulations-proh. REP
S 2428 Van Derven,J+1 Vet. prop. tax deduct. elig.-extend REP
SJR61 Sweeney,S/Kean,T Natl. Park Svc.-recog. 100th anniv. REP

Bills Referred/SBA:

A1130 Sca (1R) Sumter,S/Wimberly,B+5 Temp. resid. assist.-DHS adopt reg.
A1933 Coughlin,C/Vainieri Huttle,V+2 Disab. persons-accessing prov.
A3466 Aca (1R) Coughlin,C/Downey,J+3 Prop. tax reimb. prog.-revise deadline
A3616 Aca (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Holley,J+3 Medicaid trans. svc.-concerns
S 513 Ruiz,M/Stack,B Holiday pay, co.-St. reimbursement
S 532 Beck,J+2 Superstorm Sandy Homeowners Protect. Act
S 728 Sca (1R) Cruz-Perez,N/Beach,J Prevaling wage laws-concerns amounts
S 770 Sarlo,P Prop. recprds cards-electronic format
S 1261 Vitale,J Disab. persons-accessing prov.
S 1278 Vitale,J Homestead prop tax reimb-revise deadline
S 1570 Sca (1R) Smith,B/Bateman,C Storm shelter constr.-auth. mun. finance
S 1657 Sca (1R) Van Derven,J UEZ prog.-mun. submit econ. growth plans
S 1881 Sca (1R) Codey,R/Vitale,J+1 Ambulatory care fac.-concerns
S 2022 Diegnan,P.J. Parking auth-authorize as redevel entity
S 2278 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Rice,R Home elevation expenses-tax deduction
S 2317 Vitale,J/Cruz-Perez,N Medicaid trans. svc.-concerns
S 2361 Weinberg,L/Sarlo,P Co. hosp. auth.-estab.
Bills Received from Assembly/Referred to Committee:

A312 Ac (1R)  Singleton,T/ Lampitt,P+5  Loc Govt Svc Div-prop tax info, web page  REF SCU
A1014 Aa (1R)  Jasey,M/Prieto,V+5  Personal id info.-exempts disclosure  REF SSG
A1853 Wimberly,B/Singleton,T+8  NJ SHARES-prov. vol. income tax contrib.  REF SEG
A1881 Aca (1R)  Wimberly,B  Expunged records-Paterson, estab. prog.  REF SJU
A1921 Winiweski,J/Coughlin,C  Prop., contaminated-DEP purch./demolish  REF SEN
A2175 Aca (1R)  Taliaferro,A/Gusciora,R+3  Linnette Lebron's Law-modify admin. req.  REF SJU
A2464 Eustace,T/Vainieri Huttle,V+2  St. park passport-estab.  REF SEN
A2511 Acs (ACS)  Eustace,T+2  Life insur.-concerns  REF SCM
A2619 Gusciora,R/Wimberly,B  Drug treatment prog., corrections-access  REF SLP
A2665 Lampitt,P/Vainieri Huttle,V+3  Newborn infant-extends health benf.  REF SCM
A2798 Caputo,R  Internet gaming affiliates-req. lic.  REF SSG
A2811 Caputo,R  Casino lic. Internet gaming website-adds  REF SGG
A3053 Houghtaling,E/Dancer,R+7  Travel and tourism div-concerns website  REF SEG
A3054 Aca (1R)  Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+16  Farm-to-Table Restaurant award prog.  REF SEG
A3283 Aca (1R)  Dancer,R/Gusciora,R  Agric. tourism pilot prog.-reporting req  REF SCM
A3440 DeAngelo,W/Danielsen,J+3  Emp. discrimination, emp. status-proh.  REF SLA
A3662 AcaAa (2R)  Schae,G/Caride,M  Rosa-Bonilla Family Act-carbon monoxide  REF STR
A3689 Aca (1R)  Greenwald,L/Houghtaling,E  Handgun, need to carry-codifies req.  REF SLP
AJR98 Aca (1R)  Space,P/Taliaferro,A+2  Native Plant Appreciation Mo.-desig June  REF SEN

Bills Received from Assembly/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

A457 Mazzeo,V/Eustace,T+2  Post-traumatic stress-auth med marijuana
A3540 Aca (1R)  Holley,J/Schaer,G+1  Pub. contracts-concerns disclosure
A3682 Aca (1R)  Kennedy,J/Bramnick,J  Animal fac.-concerns outdoor enclosures
ACR160 McKeon,J/Spencer,L+3  DEP's proposed rules, regulations-proh.

Bills Transferred:

A30 Aca (1R)  Prieto,V/Muoio,E+9  Work First NJ-Incr. benf. amount  FROM SHH TO SBA
A2689 Schae,G/Prieto,V+8  Secure Schools for All Children Act  FROM SED TO SBA
S754 Beach,J/Gordon,R+3  Secure Schoo... FROM SED TO SBA

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

S57 Lesniak,R  Estate tax-exends, raises income tax rate  FROM SBA

Co-Sponsors Added:

S63 Sca (1R)  (Stack,B)  Dogs and Cats-proh. sight-unseen sale
S258 (Pou,N)  Vet. benf., cert-broadens elig.
S273 (Cruz-Perez,N)  Servicemembers' Civil Relief Act-creates
S496 Sca (1R)  (Beck,J)  Response to Intervention framework
S583 (Cruz-Perez,N)  Vet.-estab. special lic. plate
S634 (Stack,B)  Health care prov.-disclose standards req
S635 (Stack,B)  Health insur. carriers-comply w/req.
S790 (Stack,B)  Correction officers-req. police training
S792 (Stack,B)  Child Advocacy Ctr. Multidisciplinary Bd
S998 (Bateman,C; Holzapfel,J)  Personal income tax's pension-incr.
S1129 Sca (1R)  (Beck,J; Pou,N)  Healthy Small Food Retailer Act
S1307 (Stack,B)  Vet. org.-exemp nonprofit corp filing fee
S1337 (Addiego,D)  Food-limited on brewery premises
S1359 (Beck,J)  Svc dog, ret-access to housing for disab
S1386 Sca (1R)  (Stack,B)  Natl. Guard memb.-defer mortgage pymt.
S1398 (Stack,B)  Infertility-cover under cert insur plans
S1542 (Cruz-Perez,N)  Surviving spouse, cert.-annual paid comp
S1585 Sca (1R)  (Stack,B)  MV Surcharge Community Svc. Prog.
S1885 (Cruz-Perez,N)  Disab. vets.-exempt cert. St. park fees
S1913 Sca (1R)  (Beck,J)  Personal Info. and Privacy Prot. Act
S1924 (Cruz-Perez,N)  Credit card interchange fees-concerns
S1927 Sca(2R)  (Stack,B)  Fantasy sports games-regulate
S1932 (Bateman,C)  Charitable org.-income tax deduct.
S2090 Sca (1R)  (Kean,T)  Arts and tourism-incr. hotel fee rev.
S2197 (Stack,B)  A.J. Meerwald-FY15 restoration appro.
SR13 (Cruz-Perez,N)  Sept 11 Mem. & Museum-desig. natl. mem.
Prime Sponsors Added:
S1059 (Diegnan,P.J.) Amusement games-issue lic.
S1847 (Diegnan,P.J.) Protestant Episcopal Church-incorp.

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:
S513 (Stack,B) Holiday pay, co-St. reimburse
S904 (Ruiz,M) Mun. ordinance viol.-convert to tax lien
S937 (Cruz-Perez,N) Disab. vet. real prop., cert.-tax exemp.
S938 (Cruz-Perez,N) Vet. affordable housing-concerns
S1359 (Stack,B) Svc dog, ret-access to housing for disab
S1593 Sca (1R) Stack,B) Resid borrower-forclosure forbearance
S1832 Sca (1R) Stack,B) Resid. vacant prop.-concerns forclosure
S1835 (Bateman,C) Driver road test-concerns
S1891 (Cruz-Perez,N) Operation Uphold Democracy Vet-PERS benf
S1991 (Stack,B) Prop. tax exemp.-concerns long term
S2031 (Singer,R) Student assist. coordinators-employ
S2285 (Cruz-Perez,N) Vet on Medicaid and SSI-COL incr.
S2349 (Weinberg,L) Carryout bags-estab. and dedicate fees
SJR35 (Cruz-Perez,N) Civil War Vet Recognition Mo-design May

Third Prime Sponsors Added:
SCR66 (Greenstein,L) DEP’s proposed rules, regulations-proh.

Note to the 2/4/16 Digest:

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:
SCR2 Sweeney,S/Turner,S Pub. emp. pensions-fd. on timely basis "NOT" INT REF SBA

Note to the 6/6/16 Digest:

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:
S1396 Scs (SCS) Weinberg,L Wages, failure to pay-concerns procedure REP/SCS "NOT" REF SBA

The Senate adjourned at 12:25 P.M. on Friday, June 17, 2016 to meet again on Monday, June 20, 2016 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “3” and “4” scheduled to meet).

**ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)**

Bills Introduced:
A3617 Green,J/Rible,D Superstorm Sandy-impacted co-ext permits REF AJU
A3892 Vainieri Huttle,V Child placement review bds.-concerns REF AWC
A3893 Rumana,S Poisonous plants-concerns sale REF ACO
A3894 Webber,J HS graduation-concerns cert. req. REF AED
A3895 McKeon,J Cell phone, driv.-allows police to scan REF ALP
A3896 Sumter,S Tires, cert.-concerns sale REF ACO
A3897 Singleton,T Ethics Comm.-concerns qual. req. REF AJU
A3898 Singleton,T Pupil trans. contracts-concerns REF AED
A3899 Singleton,T Cats-proh. surgical declawing REF AAN
A3900 Singleton,T Homeowners assoc.-homeowner tax deduct. REF AHO
A3901 Singleton,T/Zwicker,A Hunterdon-Somerset Flood Advisory-estab REF AAP
A3902 Singleton,T Campaign finan. disclosures-concerns REF AJU
A3903 Singleton,T Bus, pol contrib-concerns govt contracts REF AJU
A3904 Burzichelli,J Lottery courier svcs.-auth. operation REF ATG
A3905 O'Scanlon,D Health care benf.-sets level REF ASL
A3906 O'Scanlon,D Pension/Health Care Benf. Reform-creates REF ASL
ACR189 Singleton,T Leg. reapportionment-revise process REF AJU
ACR190 O'Scanlon,D Pensions, health benf-amend. const. REF AJU
**Bills Passed:**

A312 Aca (1R) Singleton,T/Lampitt,P+5 Loc Govt Svc Div-prop tax info, web page (75-0-2)
A457 Mazzeo,V/Eustace,T+2 Post-traumatic stress-auth med marijuana (56-13-7)
A1014 Aa (1R) Jasey,M/Prieto,V+5 Personal id info.-exempts disclosure (77-0-0)
A1853 Wimberly,B/Singleton,T+8 NJ SHARES-prov. vol. income tax contrib. (77-0-0)
A1881 Aca (1R) Wimberly,B Expunged records-Paterson, estab. prog. (49-28-0)
A1921 Wisniewski,J/Coughlin,C Prop., contaminated-DEP punch.-demolish (60-13-4)
A2175 Aca (1R) Taliaferro,A/Gusciora,R+3 Linnette Lebrons's Law-modify admin. req. (77-0-0)
A2464 Eustace,T/Vainierie Hultle,V+2 St. park passport-estab. (77-0-0)
A2511 Acs (ACS) Eustace,T+2 Life insur.-concerns (77-0-0)
A2619 Gusciora,R/Wimberly,B Drug treatment prog, corrections-access (77-0-0)
A2665 Lampitt,P/Vainierie Hultle,V+3 Newborn infant-extends health bnf. (77-0-0)
A2798 Caputo,R Internet gaming affiliates-req. lic. (70-6-0)
A2811 Caputo,R Casino lic. Internet gaming website-ads (67-10-0)
A3053 Houghtaling,E/Dancer,R+7 Travel and tourism div-concerns website (78-0-0)
A3054 Aca (1R) Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+16 Farm-to-Table Restaurant award prog. (78-0-0)
A3283 Aca (1R) Dancer,R/Gusciora,R Agric. tourism pilot prog.-reporting req (77-0-0)
A3440 DeAngelo,W/Danielens,J+3 Emp. discrimination, emp. status-proh. (54-22-0)
A3540 Aca (1R) Holley,J/Schaer,G+1 Pub. contracts-concerns disclosure (76-0-0)
A3662 Aca Aa (2R) Schae,G,Cane,M Rosa-Bonilla Family Act-carbon monoxide (77-0-0)
A3692 Aca (1R) Kennedy,J/Brannick,J Animal fac.-concerns outdoor enclosures (77-0-0)
A3689 Aca (1R) Greenwald,L/Houghtaling,E Handgun, need to carry-codifies req. (46-29-1)
ACR160 McKeon,J/Spencer,L+3 DEP's proposed rules, regulations-proh. (47-24-5)
AJR91 Tucker,C/Johnson,G-7 Post-Traumatic Stress Injury Awareness (77-0-0)
AJR98 Aca (1R) Space,P/Taliaferro,A-2 Native Plant Appreciation Mo.-desig June (77-0-0)
AR58 Schae,G/Giblin,T+2 Christopher Bryski Student Loan Prot Act (76-0-1)
AR62 Aca (1R) Coughlin,C/Danielens,J+1 Corrections-block unauth. communications (76-0-1)
AR151 Aca (1R) Johnson,G/Tucker,C+4 NJ & Taiwan-strong enduring relationship (77-0-0)
S557 Aca (1R) Taliaferro,A/Madden,F+7 Madison Hollerer Suicide Prev. Act (77-0-0)
S555 Sa (1R) Stack,B/Beach,J+11 Vet affordable housing-concerns (77-0-0)
S1164 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Conaway,H Introperative monitoring svc.-exempts (72-3-1)
S1992 Beach,J/Allen,D+5 Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian (78-0-0)
SCR101 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Gill,N+5 St. Police, handgun need-not leg. intent (46-29-1)

**Bills Substituted:**

A1613 Aca (1R) Rumana,S/Lagana,J+5 Madison Hollerer Suicide Prev. Act SUB BY S557
A1835 Aca (1R) Conaway,H/Pinkin,N Introperative monitoring svc.-exempts SUB BY S1164 (1R)
A2008 Aca (1R) Mukherji,R/Tucker,C+8 Vet affordable housing-concerns SUB BY S855 (1R)
A2518 DeAngelo,W/Tucker,C+2 Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian SUB BY S1992
ACR175 Greenwald,L/Downey,J St. Police, handgun need-not leg. intent SUB BY SCR101 (1R)
S557 O'Toole,K/Ruiz,M+7 Madison Hollerer Suicide Prev. Act SUB FOR A1613 (1R)
S855 Sa (1R) Stack,B/Beach,J+11 Vet affordable housing-concerns SUB FOR A2088 (1R)
S1164 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Conaway,H Introperative monitoring svc.-exempts SUB FOR A1835 (1R)
S1992 Beach,J/Allen,D+5 Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian SUB FOR A2518
SCR101 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Gill,N+5 St. Police, handgun need-not leg. intent SUB FOR ACR175

**Bills Returned Second Reading/Substitute:**

A3401 As (AS) Greenwald,L/Downey,J+1 Workers comp claim-concerns electronic (Greenwald)
A3402 As (AS) Greenwald,L+1 Auto. insur claims-electronic submission (Greenwald)

**Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:**

A783 AcaAa (2R) Andrzejczak,B/Johnson,G+10 Music Therapist Lic. Act (Johnson)
A925 AcaAa (AS/1R) Vainieri Hultle,V/Schaer,G+33 Israel-proh invest company that boycotts (Johnson)
A1419 AcaAaAa (3R) Johnson,G/Wimberly,B+2 Inmate telephone charges-concerns (Johnson)
A2189 AcaAa (2R) Singleton,T/Vainierie Hultle,V Invol. commitment treatment-standards (Johnson)
A2220 AaAa (2R) Benson,D/Webber,J+2 Loc. Unit Electronic Procurement Act (Johnson)
A2450 AcaAa (2R) Benson,D/Moriarty,P+4 Svc. contracts - automatic renewal (Johnson)
A2690 AcaAa (2R) Johnson,G/Rible,D+1 Law enforcement off-handgun carry permit (Johnson)
A2696 AcaAa (2R) Johnson,G/Autocycles-reg. as motorcycles (Johnson)
A3152/3154/2428 AcaAa (ACS/1R) Andrzejczak,B/McGuckin,G+3 Domestic companion animals-care req. (Johnson)
A3434 AcaAa (2R) Greenwald,L Prescrip. medications-concerns abandoned (Johnson)
A3470 AcaAa (2R) Johnson,G Inmates, prescription meds-fac. prov. (Johnson)
A3581 AcaAa (2R) Downey,J/Mosquera,G Baby monitor internet connection-concern (Johnson)
A3601 AcaAa (2R) Schae,G Guaranteed asset prot. waiver-reg. (Johnson)
A3676 AcaAaAa (3R) McKeon,J/Gusciora,R+4 Jury svc.-proh. disproval. based on gender (Johnson)
Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended: (cont’d)

S384 ScaScAa (3R) Barnes,P;Greenstein,L+1  Inmates, prescription meds-fac. prov. (Johnson)
S1923 Aa (1R) Beach,J;Weinberg,L+16  Israeli bus-proh pension investment (Johnson)

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

ACR117 O'Scanlon,D  Pensions, health benf-amend. constit.  FROM ASL

Co-Sponsors Added:

A20 (Holley,J;Egan,J) DVI-proh. from operating NJT train
A312 Aca (1R) (Houghtaling,E;Chiara;avalloti,N)  Loc Govt Svc Div-prop tax info, web page
A390 (DeCroce,B;Phoebus,G) Retir. income-elim. income cap excl.
A412 (Mosquera,G)  St. and Co. coll.-concerns tenure
A457 (Chiara;avalloti,N;Lampitt,P) Post-traumatic stress-auth med marijuana
A536 (Munoz,N) PERS, PFRS-concerns membr.
A542 (Caputo,R) Palliative care svcvs.-prov. info.
A723 (Space,P;Phoebus,G) Sr. cit-prov. discounted hunting lic fee
A920 (Holley,J) Child Abuse Task Force-expand memb.
A925 AsAa (AS/1R) (Bucco,A.M.;Giblin,T;DiMaio,J;Mosquera,G;Chiara;avalloti,N;Egan,J)  Israel-proh invest company that
A987 (Phoebus,G) Armed Forces, Natl. Guard-returning memb
A1059 (DeCroce,B) Estate tax-phase out over five yr period
A1067 (Benson,D) Home invasion-creates first degree crime
A1376 Aca (1R) (Chiara;avalloti,N) ATMs, cert.-req. video cameras
A1426 (Giblin,T) Handguns, personalized-sell by retailers
A1427 (Muio,C) Library, pub.-concerns mun. funding
A1449 (Kennedy,J) Devel. disabling-gain benf, St. & fed. prog
A1458 (Coughlin,C;Kennedy,J) Newborn insur. coverage-notify parents
A1485 (Kennedy,J) Green Building Tax Credit Act
A1513 Aca (1R) (Jimenez,A;Conaway,H) Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act
A1644 (Chiara;avalloti,N;Kennedy,J) Electric pub. util.-priority restoration
A1647 (Kennedy,J) Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr
A1650 (Chiara;avalloti,N) Student finan assist prog-concerns
A1797 (Giblin,T) Hosp. non-profit-concern prog tax status
A1955 (Mosquera,G) Fiduciary-concerns
A1963 (Johnson,G) Medicaid coverage, family planning svc.
A2070 Aca (ACS) (Mosquera,G) Crimes, multi.-allows expungement
A2088 Aca (1R) (Mosquera,G;Caputo,R;Chiara;avalloti,N;Space,P;Phoebus,G;Brown,C;Houghtaling,E) Vet affordable housing-concerns
A2203 (Jasey,M) Renewable energy portfolio standards
A2215 (Chiara;avalloti,N) Small bus. job creation acct. prog-estab
A2220 AcaAa (2R) (Caride,M) Loc. Unit Electronic Procurement Act
A2227 (Muio,C) Library Aid, incr.;$3M
A2240 Aca (1R) (Benson,D) Pub. libraries-CATV offer free internet
A2297 (Muio,C;Johnson,J) Contraceptives-req. insur cover, 12 mths
A2322 Aca (1R) (Chiara;avalloti,N) Leah's Law-caseworker safety
A2332 (Houghtaling,E) Clinical labs.-reg. rules, qual control
A2340 (Coughlin,C;Caputo,R) Students in St. sch, driv ed-St. veh use
A2352 (Wolfe,D) Absenteeism, chronic-req. sch. combat
A2450 AcaAa (2R) (Pinkin,N) Svc. contracts - automatic renewal
A2644 (Caputo,R;Pinkin,N) St. park passport-estab.
A2468 (Giblin,T) Contractors, cert-verify emp. work auth.
A2469 (Wolfe,D) Pub. sch. dist-concerns recess
A2511 Aca (ACS) (Pinkin,N;McKnight,A) Life insur.-concerns
A2516 Aca (1R) (Houghtaling,E;Downey,J) Mil. installations-prov. bus. tax cred.
A2518 (Lampitt,P;Mosquera,G) Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian
A2532 (Coughlin,C) NJT fare incr.-Rate Counsel evaluate
A2533 (Mosquera,G) 9-1-1-estab. cert. req.
A2576 Aca (1R) (Coughlin,C) UEZ design-extend for adddl. 10 yrs.
A2665 (Chiara;avalloti,N;Spencer,L;Conaway,H) Newborn infant-extends health benf.
A2724 (DeAngelo,W) Autism Awareness lic. plate-creates
A2763 (Eustace,T) Interstate Wildlife Violator Compact
A2954 (Giblin,T) Shore Prot. Fd-incr amount annually cred
A3052 Aca (1R) (Phoebus,G) Dept. of Agric.,cooking contest-estab.
A3053 (Chiara;avalloti,N;Holley,J;Gusciora,R;Pinkin,N;Lampitt,P;Quijano,A;Downey,J)  Travel and tourism div-concerns website
A3054 Aca (1R) (Holley,J;Chiara;avalloti,N;Lampitt,P;Gusciora,R;Munoz,N;Brown,C;Ciattarelli,J;Clifton,R;Wolfe,D;Gove,D;Rumpf,B;Schepisi,H;Rumana,S;Auth,R;Mosquera,G;Quijano,A)  Farm-to-Table Restaurant award prog.
A3196 (Mosquera,G) Mun., co. official-concerns assaults
A3254 (Space,P;Phoebus,G) Age-appropriate sexual abuse curriculum
A3293 (Caride,M;DeCroce,B;Peterson,E;Chiara;avalloti,N)  Self-Service Storage Fac. Act-suppl.
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3338  (Caputo,R; Singleton,T)  Cig. tax rev.-anti-smoking initiatives
A3339  (Giblin,T; Gusciora,R; Handlin,A)  Personal income tax's pension-incr. 
A3386  (Mosquera,G)  Devel. disabl. individuals-concerns
A3398  (Conaway,H)  Beehives-concerns pesticide applications
A3400  (Conaway,H)  Pesticide applicants-req. training
A3403  (Conaway,H)  Bumble Bee-desig NJ St Native Pollinator
A3440  (Pinkin,N; Mosquera,G)  Emp. discrimination, emp. status-proh.
A3448  (Coughlin,C)  St fed pub benf prog recipient-concerns
A3492  (Muioio,E; Johnson,G)  Family planning svc.-$7.453M
A3525  (Giblin,T)  Fantasy sports games-regulate
A3555  (Kennedy,J)  Arts and tourism-incr. hotel fee rev.
A3562  (DeCroce,B)  Estate tax-incr. exclusion
A3638  (Downey,J)  Animal hoarding-mental health counseling
A3669  (Eustace,T)  Home elevation expenses-tax deduction
A3676  (Chiaravalloti,N)  Jury svc.-proh. disqual. based on gender
A3695  (Chaparro,A; Giblin,T)  Trans. network companies-reg.
A3705  (Muioio,E; Johnson,G)  Sexually transmitted disease-treatment
A3717  (Mosquera,G; Holley,J)  Women's Voc. Training Pilot Prog.-estab.
A3744  (Holley,J)  Addiction prog.-law enforcement assisted
A3754  (Coughlin,C)  Resid. w/special needs-create registry
A3904  (Holley,J)  Work First General Pub Assist benf-elig.
A3821  (Zwicker,A; Phoebus,G; Kean,S)  Affordable housing obligations-concerns
A3869  (Dancer,R)  Sch. dist. cert-concerns addl St sch aid
ACR109  (Mosquera,G)  Pub. emp. pensions-fd. on timely basis
ACR160  (Giblin,T; Caputo,R; Gusciora,R)  DEP's proposed rules, regulations-proh.
AJR13  (Muioio,E)  Elections Tech Study Task Force-13 memb
AJR91  (Phoebus,G; Space,P; Mosquera,G)  Post-Traumatic Stress Injury Awareness
AJR98  (Pinkin,N)  Native Plant Appreciation Mo.-desig June
AR58  (Caputo,R; Houghtaling,E)  Christopher Bryski Student Loan Prot Act
AR62  (Pinkin,N)  Corrections-block unauth. communications
AR151  (Pinkin,N; Benson,D)  NJ & Taiwan-strong enduring relationship

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A221  (Danielsen,J)  Vet, civil svc preference-concerns
A443  (Houghtaling,E)  Small bus.-corp. bus. tax on reinvest.
A825  (Chiaravalloti,N)  Urban Transit Hub Tax Cred. Act-expand
A862  (Muioio,E)  Wage and hr. laws viol.-expand remedies
A2175  (Gusciora,R)  Linnette Lebron's Law-modify admin. req.
A2192  (Chiaravalloti,N)  Pub. sch. teachers-loan redemption prog.
A2453  (Lampitt,P)  Restaurants, w/o liquor lic.-BYOB ads
A2574  (Kean,S)  Stadiums-exempt from prop. tax.
A2584  (Giblin,T)  Scrap metal, cert. items-proh. purchase
A3003  (Caputo,R)  Svc/guide dogs-concerns NJT's treatment
A3225  (Andrzejczak,B)  Eco-Ag Tourism Council-estab.
A3283  (Gusciora,R)  Agric. tourism pilot prog.-reporting req
A3327  (Johnson,G)  Ammunition magazines-reduce to 10 rounds
A3401  (Downey,J)  Workers comp claim-concerns electronic
A3438  (Danielsen,J)  Unemp. benf.-determination w/in 3 wks.
A3440  (Danielsen,J)  Emp. discrimination, emp. status-proh.
A3456  (Holley,J)  POWs-create exemp, cert MVC fees
A3634  (McKnight,A)  Mental Instrlt.-family memb. req. on bd
A3638  (Houghtaling,E)  Animal hoarding-mental health counseling
A3783  (Benson,D)  Internet purch. transactions-safe area
A3784  (Pinkin,N)  Resid. w/special needs-create registry
A3799  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Student head injuries-concerns
A3824  (Lampitt,P)  Devel. Disab.-estab. Office of Ombudsman
A3832  (Muioio,E)  EDA-concerns finan. assist.
A3850  (Chiaravalloti,N)  Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
AR62  (Pinkin,N)  Corrections-block unauth. communications
AR79  (Giblin,T)  Fed. Trade policy-Presid. reform
AR139  (Singleton,T)  Discrimination-condemns

Second Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A3848  (Johnson,G)  Personal Injury Trust Fd Transparency
Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A161 (Holley,J) Pub emp cert-modify leave of absence law
A845 (Conaway,H) Min. & Women-owned bus.-St. contracting
A1139 (Munoz,N) Childrens suppl. mattress, unsafe-proh.
A1279 (McKnight,A) Soliciting images of minor-estab offense
A1316 (Munoz,N) Lock picking tools-concerns
A1955 (Sumter,S) NJ SHARES
A2272 (Webber,J) Special ed. prog.-concerns provision
A2340 (Gusciora,R) Students in St. sch, driv ed-St. veh use
A2464 (Sumter,S) St. park passport-estab.
A2619 (Holley,J) Drug treatment prog, corrections-access
A2759 (Webber,J) Higher ed tuition bills-breakdown fees
A3003 Aca (1R) (Phoebus,G) Fiduciary
A3125 Aca (1R) (Phoebs,G) Eco-Ag Tourism Council-estab.
A3386 (Chiaravalloti,N) Devel. disab. individuals-concerns
A3405 (Jasey,M) Higher ed insitution-contracting process
A3438 (Holley,J) Umemp. benf.-determination w/in 3 wks.
A3448 (Houghtaling,E) St/fed pub benf prog recipient-concerns
A3465 (Caride,M) Vision screenings-sch. bd. conduct
A3581 Aca (1R) (Danielsen,J) Baby monitor internet connection
A3783 (Barclay,A) Internet purch. transactions-safe area
A3785 (Jasey,M) Student reside in shelter-St pay ed cost
A3824 (McKnight,A) Devel. Disab.-estab. Office of Ombudsman
A3881 (DeCroce,B) Transp. proj-concerns
A3905 (Jasey,M) Higher ed insitution-contracting process
A3938 (Houghtaling,E) St/fed pub benf prog recipient-concerns
A3955 (Sumter,S) NJ SHARES
A4002 (Houghtaling,E) St/fed pub awareness campaign
A4010 (Sumter,S) NJ SHARES
A4081 (Houghtaling,E) St/fed pub benf prog recipient-concerns
A4125 (Houghtaling,E) St/fed pub awareness campaign
A4250 Aca (2R) (McKnight,A) Svc. contracts - automatic renewal
A4264 (Phoebs,G) St. park passport-estab.

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A724 (McKnight,A) Accidental disab. benf.-concerns elig.
A1253 Aca (1R) (Downey,J) Sex offender-restrict internet access
A1279 Aca (1R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Interoceptive monitoring svc.-exempts
A1285 Aca (1R) (Sumter,S) NJ SHARES-prov. vol. income tax contrib.
A1295 (Space,P) Fiduciary-concerns
A2088 Aca (1R) (Lampitt,P) Vet affordable housing-concerns
A2175 Aca (1R) (Eustace,T) Linnette Lebron's Law-modify admin. req.
A2464 (Gusciora,R) St. park passport-estab.
A2619 (Muioio,E) Drug treatment prog, corrections-access
A3385 (Webber,J) Firearm possession conviction-concerns
A3386 (Caride,M) Devel. disab. individuals-concerns
A3438 (Houghtaling,E) Umemp. benf.-determination w/in 3 wks.
A3464 (Dankelnsen,J) Business loans-concerns
A3682 Aca (1R) (Holley,J) Animal fac.-concerns outdoor enclosures
A3688 Aca (1R) (Holley,J) Student reside in shelter-St veh use
A3695 (Sumter,S) NJ SHARES
A3785 (Jasey,M) Student reside in shelter-St pay ed cost
A3824 (McKnight,A) Devel. Disab.-estab. Office of Ombudsman
A3881 (DeCroce,B) Transp. proj-design and inspection svcs.
A3905 (Jasey,M) Higher ed insitution-contracting process
A3938 (Houghtaling,E) St/fed pub benf prog recipient-concerns
A3955 (Sumter,S) NJ SHARES
A4002 (Houghtaling,E) St/fed pub awareness campaign
A4010 (Sumter,S) NJ SHARES
A4081 (Houghtaling,E) St/fed pub benf prog recipient-concerns
A4125 (Houghtaling,E) St/fed pub awareness campaign
A4250 Aca (2R) (McKnight,A) Svc. contracts - automatic renewal
A4264 (Phoebs,G) St. park passport-estab.

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1014 Aa (1R) (McKnight,A) Personal id info.-exempts disclosure
A1253 Aca (1R) (Houghtaling,E) Sveeplechase races-grant special permit
A1253 Aca (1R) (Downey,J) Opioid analgesics-health benf. cover req
A1853 (McKnight,A) NJ SHARES-prov. vol. income tax contrib.
A2088 Aca (1R) (McKnight,A) Vet affordable housing-concerns
A2175 Aca (1R) (Rodriguez-Gregg,M) Linnette Lebron's Law-modify admin. req.
A2450 Aca (2R) (McKnight,A) Svc. contracts - automatic renewal
A2464 (Phoebs,G) St. park passport-estab.
Fifth Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A2469  (Wimberly,B)  Pub. sch. dist-concerns recess
A2619  (Chiaravalloti,N)  Drug treatment prog., corrections-access
A2665  (Zwicker,A)  Newborn infant-extends health benf.
A2961  (Zwicker,A)  Rape care advocates-concerns
A3438  (Downey,J)  Unemp. benf.-determination w/in 3 wks.
A3581 Aca (2R)  (Houghtaling,E)  Baby monitor internet connection-concern
A3612 Aca (1R)  (Benson,D)  Playground-co design/construct inclusive
A3665  (Zwicker,A)  Newborn infant-extends health benf.
A3689 Aca (1R)  (Lampitt,P)  Handgun, need to carry-codifies reg.
A3744  (Downey,J)  Addiction prog.-law enforcement assisted
ACR160  (Jasey,M)  DEP's proposed rules, regulations-proh.
AR58  (Chiaravalloti,N)  Christopher Bryski Student Loan Prot Act

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A815 Acs (ACS)  (Bramnick,J)  Code Blue alert plans-concerns
A1443 Aca (1R)  (McKnight,A)  Medicaid, NJ FamilyCare-med therapy mgmt
A1919 Aca (1R)  (Moniarty,P)  NJT bd.-add two pub. memb.
A2088 Aca (1R)  (Downey,J)  Vet affordable housing-concerns
A2619  (Sumter,S)  Drug treatment prog., corrections-access
A2665  (Downey,J)  Newborn infant-extends health benf.
A2863  (Sumter,S)  Prevailing wage requirements-concerns
A2950  (Zwicker,A)  Combat to College Act
A2961  (Downey,J)  Rape care advocates-concerns
A3662 Aca(2R)  (Chiaravalloti,N)  Rosa-Bonilla Family Act-carbon monoxide
A3819  (Danielsen,J)  Unemp. comp. and labor disputes-concerns

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added:

A334  (Houghtaling,E)  Apprenticeship prog.-prov. funding
A1613 Aca (1R)  (Sumter,S)  Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act
A1875  (Downey,J)  HOPE Initiative Act
A2665  (McKnight,A)  Newborn infant-extends health benf.
A2951  (Zwicker,A)  Vet-higher ed-concerns academic credit
A3339  (Mukherji,R)  Personal income tax's pension-incr.
A3662 Aca(2R)  (Quijano,A)  Rosa-Bonilla Family Act-carbon monoxide
A3819  (Houghtaling,E)  Unemp. comp. and labor disputes-concerns

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1613 Aca (1R)  (McKnight,A)  Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S557  (Rumana,S)  Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act
S855 Sa (1R)  (Mukherji,R)  Vet affordable housing-concerns
S1164 Sca (1R)  (Conaway,H)  Introoperative monitoring svc.-exempts
S1992  (DeAngelo,W)  Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian
SCR101 Sca (1R)  (Greenwald,L)  St. Police, handgun need-not leg. intent

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S557  (Lagana,J)  Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act
S855 Sa (1R)  (Tucker,C)  Vet affordable housing-concerns
S1164 Sca (1R)  (Pinkin,N)  Introoperative monitoring svc.-exempts
S1992  (Tucker,C)  Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian
SCR101 Sca (1R)  (Downey,J)  St. Police, handgun need-not leg. intent

Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S557  (Russo,D)  Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act
S855 Sa (1R)  (Zwicker,A)  Vet affordable housing-concerns
S1164 Sca (1R)  (Mukherji,R)  Introoperative monitoring svc.-exempts
S1992  (Andrezejczak,B)  Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian
SCR101 Sca (1R)  (Houghtaling,E)  St. Police, handgun need-not leg. intent
Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S557  (Giblin,T)   Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act
S855 Sa (1R)   (Lampitt,P)   Vet affordable housing-concerns
S1164 Sca (1R)   (Vainieri Huttle,V)   Introperative monitoring svc.-exempts
S1992   (Gonaway,H)   Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian
SCR101 Sca (1R)   (Mosquera,G)   St. Police, handgun need-not leg. intent

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S557   (Danielsen,J)   Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act
S855 Sa (1R)   (McKnight,A)   Vet affordable housing-concerns
S1992   (Land,R)   Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S557   (Mukherji,R)   Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act
S855 Sa (1R)   (Downey,J)   Vet affordable housing-concerns

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S557   (Sumter,S)   Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S557   (McKnight,A)   Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S557   (Pinkin,N; Vainieri Huttle,V; Munoz,N; Jimenez,A; Conaway,H)   Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act
S855 Sa (1R)   (DeAngelo,W; Mosquera,G; Caputo,R; Chiaravalloti,N; Space,P; Phoebus,G; Brown,C; Houghtaling,E)   Vet affordable housing-concerns
S1992   (Lampitt,P; Mosquera,G)   Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian

The Assembly adjourned at 5:48 P.M. to meet again on Monday, June 20, 2016 (QUORUM, Committees at the Call of the Speaker).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:
S557   O'Toole,K/Ruiz,M+7   Madison Holleran Suicide Prev. Act
S855 Sa (1R)   Stack,B/Beach,J+11   Vet affordable housing-concerns
S1164 Sca (1R)   Madden,F/Conaway,H   Introperative monitoring svc.-exempts
S1992   Beach,J/Allen,D+5   Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (06/09/2016):
None